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News and updates 
for faculty and 
staff  

  

   

   
     

  

Morris receives Guggenheim 
fellowship  

Tracie Morris, professor of poetry at the 
Iowa Writers’ Workshop, has received a 
Guggenheim fellowship to write a book 
and craft a play about influential actor and 
playwright Ira Aldridge. The fellowship 
provides six to 12 months’ funding for 
artists, scholars, and writers to pursue 
creative projects. 

 

  

Campus visits for UI 
presidential candidates have 
begun  

If you’re interested in participating in the 
UI presidential search process, don’t 
forget to check out the UI presidential 
search website for information about the 
four finalists, how you can join in the open 
forums, and more. Remaining forums will 
take place today at 3:30 p.m., on April 19, 
and on April 22. 

  

  

   
     

Published: Thursday, 4/15/2021, 9:07 AM 
The Tobacco Free Campus Annual Policy Notification can be found on Page 4 

https://link.uiowa.edu/l/6a9fc717-0ccd-4cc0-87ec-019869e629ef?m=9303f8db-0e90-410b-926a-9782903da66b&c=d.vpsc&i=202104
https://link.uiowa.edu/l/87954335-e0bf-4958-917e-50d8f5d37001?m=9303f8db-0e90-410b-926a-9782903da66b&c=d.vpsc&i=202104
https://link.uiowa.edu/l/f7dc828d-64e3-428c-8ba0-0e3819e39c69?m=9303f8db-0e90-410b-926a-9782903da66b&c=d.vpsc&i=202104
https://link.uiowa.edu/l/f7dc828d-64e3-428c-8ba0-0e3819e39c69?m=9303f8db-0e90-410b-926a-9782903da66b&c=d.vpsc&i=202104
https://link.uiowa.edu/l/a27dcd9a-b9ed-42ac-87c0-c85f7bce1b63?m=9303f8db-0e90-410b-926a-9782903da66b&c=d.vpsc&i=202104
https://link.uiowa.edu/l/25b9a8fa-d874-44a1-a13f-04ddcf1f0a1d?m=9303f8db-0e90-410b-926a-9782903da66b&c=d.vpsc&i=202104
https://link.uiowa.edu/l/25b9a8fa-d874-44a1-a13f-04ddcf1f0a1d?m=9303f8db-0e90-410b-926a-9782903da66b&c=d.vpsc&i=202104
https://link.uiowa.edu/l/25b9a8fa-d874-44a1-a13f-04ddcf1f0a1d?m=9303f8db-0e90-410b-926a-9782903da66b&c=d.vpsc&i=202104
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Hardin Library awarded $5.7M 
grant to continue medical 
library outreach  

The University of Iowa Libraries’ Hardin 
Library for the Health Sciences has been 
awarded a five-year, $5.7M grant to 
continue its role as a Regional Medical 
Library in the Network of the National 
Library of Medicine, developing programs 
and services to address health literacy 
and equity through information access. 

 

  

Lockwood to retire as 
assistant provost and 
university registrar  

Larry Lockwood, who joined the UI in 
2002, has been an influential advocate for 
all students, dedicated to ensuring that 
systems and processes help streamline 
students’ progress toward their degree. 

 

 

  

   
     

https://link.uiowa.edu/l/585f84a3-9a42-49cd-846b-2fc2b03644c4?m=9303f8db-0e90-410b-926a-9782903da66b&c=d.vpsc&i=202104
https://link.uiowa.edu/l/9e3c5fb4-31b9-4677-ad2b-b936456ecfa6?m=9303f8db-0e90-410b-926a-9782903da66b&c=d.vpsc&i=202104
https://link.uiowa.edu/l/9e3c5fb4-31b9-4677-ad2b-b936456ecfa6?m=9303f8db-0e90-410b-926a-9782903da66b&c=d.vpsc&i=202104
https://link.uiowa.edu/l/9e3c5fb4-31b9-4677-ad2b-b936456ecfa6?m=9303f8db-0e90-410b-926a-9782903da66b&c=d.vpsc&i=202104
https://link.uiowa.edu/l/4abf0cda-7da7-4f15-87ba-53a55d7978a8?m=9303f8db-0e90-410b-926a-9782903da66b&c=d.vpsc&i=202104
https://link.uiowa.edu/l/63077ba8-df28-48dd-8120-bf38679e568b?m=9303f8db-0e90-410b-926a-9782903da66b&c=d.vpsc&i=202104
https://link.uiowa.edu/l/63077ba8-df28-48dd-8120-bf38679e568b?m=9303f8db-0e90-410b-926a-9782903da66b&c=d.vpsc&i=202104
https://link.uiowa.edu/l/63077ba8-df28-48dd-8120-bf38679e568b?m=9303f8db-0e90-410b-926a-9782903da66b&c=d.vpsc&i=202104
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Christiansen receives Lola 
Lopes Award  

Erika Christiansen, assistant director for 
leadership, service, and civic engagement 
in the University of Iowa Division of 
Student Life, is the recipient of the 2021 
Lola Lopes Award for Undergraduate 
Student Advocacy. 

 

  

Guowei Qi receives 
prestigious Churchill 
Scholarship  

Guowei Qi, a fourth-year student from 
West Des Moines, Iowa, has been named 
one of 17 Churchill scholars in the nation. 
Qi will graduate in May with degrees in 
biochemistry, computer science, and 
mathematics and is the fifth UI student to 
receive the fellowship. 

  

  

   
     

    

https://link.uiowa.edu/l/6f9560c6-00ba-436b-8801-197ccc186b72?m=9303f8db-0e90-410b-926a-9782903da66b&c=d.vpsc&i=202104
https://link.uiowa.edu/l/31b8956e-3d30-4bc3-ba87-2e7a8a548cfe?m=9303f8db-0e90-410b-926a-9782903da66b&c=d.vpsc&i=202104
https://link.uiowa.edu/l/31b8956e-3d30-4bc3-ba87-2e7a8a548cfe?m=9303f8db-0e90-410b-926a-9782903da66b&c=d.vpsc&i=202104
https://link.uiowa.edu/l/9ac68aaa-6624-4bc5-bd8d-82a50c6c986f?m=9303f8db-0e90-410b-926a-9782903da66b&c=d.vpsc&i=202104
https://link.uiowa.edu/l/ce3e1bf7-0e3a-41b7-b0b1-136cdb24518f?m=9303f8db-0e90-410b-926a-9782903da66b&c=d.vpsc&i=202104
https://link.uiowa.edu/l/ce3e1bf7-0e3a-41b7-b0b1-136cdb24518f?m=9303f8db-0e90-410b-926a-9782903da66b&c=d.vpsc&i=202104
https://link.uiowa.edu/l/ce3e1bf7-0e3a-41b7-b0b1-136cdb24518f?m=9303f8db-0e90-410b-926a-9782903da66b&c=d.vpsc&i=202104
https://link.uiowa.edu/l/1c49f529-8f58-4f67-9ec3-e772dfd07cb0?m=9303f8db-0e90-410b-926a-9782903da66b&c=d.vpsc&i=202104
https://link.uiowa.edu/l/57d2e26e-e495-404d-a37e-f5d4239420ca?m=9303f8db-0e90-410b-926a-9782903da66b&c=d.vpsc&i=202104
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Iowa, Yemen, and an Oscar 
nod  

University of Iowa alum Michael 
Scheuerman, who says his time at Iowa 
opened his eyes to what was happening 
in the world, has earned an Academy 
Award nomination for shining a light on a 
human rights catastrophe in Yemen. 

 

Download the new stylized 
Microsoft Word template  

A multi-page stylized Word document is 
now available in the brand template 
library. Features include table of contents 
automation, embedded brand fonts and 
colors, recommended heading structure, 
and styling for data visualization. 

  

  

   
     

  

UI Powwow format changing  

Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, the 
Native American Student Association’s 
executive board has decided to hold a 
new kind of online event in place of the 
26th Annual University of Iowa Virtual 
Powwow. 

 

  

Reminder: Campus is a 
tobacco-free zone  

The University of Iowa’s tobacco policy 
prohibits the use of tobacco products on 
campus. This includes cigarettes, e-
cigarettes, vape pens, smokeless 
tobacco, and chewing tobacco. Learn 
more at the University Human Resources 
website. 

  

  

   
     

https://link.uiowa.edu/l/e35e6168-b8f5-4774-a6b4-233bd73bd2a1?m=9303f8db-0e90-410b-926a-9782903da66b&c=d.vpsc&i=202104
https://link.uiowa.edu/l/e35e6168-b8f5-4774-a6b4-233bd73bd2a1?m=9303f8db-0e90-410b-926a-9782903da66b&c=d.vpsc&i=202104
https://link.uiowa.edu/l/c3bae76a-2b3a-48ab-aac0-51579ab0436e?m=9303f8db-0e90-410b-926a-9782903da66b&c=d.vpsc&i=202104
https://link.uiowa.edu/l/c3bae76a-2b3a-48ab-aac0-51579ab0436e?m=9303f8db-0e90-410b-926a-9782903da66b&c=d.vpsc&i=202104
https://link.uiowa.edu/l/47f616cf-afba-4744-af1d-41cacb4f160e?m=9303f8db-0e90-410b-926a-9782903da66b&c=d.vpsc&i=202104
https://link.uiowa.edu/l/1c288a5f-5f55-4e27-abd7-19627490eb23?m=9303f8db-0e90-410b-926a-9782903da66b&c=d.vpsc&i=202104
https://link.uiowa.edu/l/f1992393-c777-4466-a47f-326274ce5061?m=9303f8db-0e90-410b-926a-9782903da66b&c=d.vpsc&i=202104
https://link.uiowa.edu/l/f69aaf48-a893-4a87-9036-6b42d8da0e10?m=9303f8db-0e90-410b-926a-9782903da66b&c=d.vpsc&i=202104
https://link.uiowa.edu/l/f69aaf48-a893-4a87-9036-6b42d8da0e10?m=9303f8db-0e90-410b-926a-9782903da66b&c=d.vpsc&i=202104
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Social media shoutout: 
Connie Smith  

“I’ve been on 6 continents and I’ve never 
been in an airport where I didn’t see a 
Tiger Hawk!” 

—Connie Smith on Facebook 
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https://apps.its.uiowa.edu/dispatch/messages/fw/9303f8db-0e90-410b-926a-9782903da66b
https://link.uiowa.edu/l/333aae79-05ee-45b7-b6f9-60a0ad3860da?m=9303f8db-0e90-410b-926a-9782903da66b&c=d.vpsc&i=202104
https://apps.its.uiowa.edu/dispatch/messages/view/9303f8db-0e90-410b-926a-9782903da66b
https://link.uiowa.edu/l/6a9fc717-0ccd-4cc0-87ec-019869e629ef?m=9303f8db-0e90-410b-926a-9782903da66b&c=d.vpsc&i=202104
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